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Introduction

In recent years, many researchers have examined syntactic aspects of growth

in writing. T-unit measures have provided illuminating indices of differences in

syntactic growth from grade level to grade level and between good and poor writers

at one grade level. However, relatively little attention has been paid to lexical

aspects of growth in writing. Moreover, the few studies that exist have tended

to use statistically derived measures, such as word frequency counts, type-token

ratios, or indices of vocabulary diversity.' While these studies have found that

good writing displays greater diversity in vocabulary than does poor writing and

that the use of more different words is one aspect of growth in linguistic meaning

in writing, the measures used in these studies have not provided information on how

words are used to create meaning in writing and how they are related to each other.

Nor is it clear from these studies how the use of more different words contributes

specifically to growth in writing or to the quality of writing. As a result, we

have a limited understanding of the nature and progress of semantic development in

written language.

The purpose of this paper is to show how an examination of the ways in which

developing writers use words tolnake meaning and to create semantic relationships

- _

in their essays might offer us a more insightful understanding of written language

-\\mdevelopment and a pedagogically ore useful way to assess growth in essay writing

than we now seem to have. In order to do so, this paper presents and discusses the

results of a small exploratory study designed to identify differences in some of

the ways in which developing writers use words to create written texts. Specifically.

This essay is the second revision ofapapor presented at the Sixth Annual Con-

ference on Language Development, Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts, October 1981,
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this study examined high- and low-rated essays written by upper secondary level

students to determine: (1) the nature of the grammatical subject, or focus, of

each clause and (2) the types and the number of lexical cohesive ties used. The

assumption underlying the analysis of high- and low-rated essays from one grade

level to discern developmental trends is that the differences between these two

groups of essays would suggest the direction that the writers of the low-rated

essays probably need to move in to improve their writing.

In the first part of this essay, I describe how the writing samples were se-

lected, why these aspects of word use were examined, and how the samples were scored.

In the second part, I present the results cf the study and suggest what they may

indicate about the nature and development of ---4-ten language. The essay concludes

with a discussion of the implications of th

the relationship between oral and written la.

of what constitutes growth in essay writing.

lings for theoretical models of

e and for a working hypothesis

Selection of the Writing ilaan

The essays used in this study were written for a holistic evaluation of writing

by Grade 10 students in a small town high school at the end of the school year. All

students had been asked to take and defend a position on whether the granting of a

high school diploma should be contingent upon a student's tested competence in all

the basic skills. (See the AppendiA for the exact wording of the topic.) The 11

papers judged lowest in composition quality (those receiving a rating of 2) and the

8 papers judged highest in composition quality (those receiving a rating of 8) were

selected for analysis.

There were several reasons for using these essays. First, the difference be-

tween what is judged good and poor at one grade level by experienced teachers of

composition often provides more pedagogically useful information than do differences

between older and younger writers. Secondly, since the major focus of composition

teaching at higher levels of education is the kind of discourse that pres3nts infor-

mation and ideas, it seemed to be more useful to explore the development of lin-

guistic meaning in argumentative er exygsitory essay writing rather than in
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fictional or personal narrative writing. Finally, it seemed that results from

a small exploratory study might be more generalizeable if one ex_ined the

writing of students from a small, relatively homogeneous community with a stable

school population rather than from a large, heterogeneous community with a transient

school population. Most of these students have probably attended both one of the.

town's two elementary schools and its junior high school and, thus, have had the

same teachers. Differences in their writing are less likely to reflect differences

in community values or school curricula and are more likely to reflect normal vari-

ation in a native English-speaking population.

hIspects 01 Word Use Examined

The two aspects of word use I chose to examine were: (1) the types and the

number of lexical cohesive ties used and (2) the nature of the grammatical subject,

or focus, of each clause. Cohesion is a concept developed by Michael Halliday and

Rugaiya Hasan to refer to the semantic relationships that link parts of sentences,

sentences, and paragraphs to each other, thereby creating a sense of connected

discourse.
2 Lexical cohesion, the semantic relationships created by a writer's

choice of lexical items, is clearly a significant aspect of word use to examine

in essay writing since lexical cohesive ties appear to constitute the majority of

cohesive ties in essays, according to a study of popular scientific discourse by

Robert Hopkins and a study by Stephen Witte and Lester Faigley of essays written

by college freshmen.3 However, this study did not use the scheme for analyzing

lexical cohesion proposed by Halliday and Hasan, as their scheme is based on an

analysis
samples of only conversational and literary discourse. In a recent essay, I demon-

stratid how their scheme did not account clearly and completely for all types of

lexical cohesion in expository essay writing and proposed a modification and re-

organization of their scheme for application to exposition.
4

This new scheme

was used for this study. It consists of two categories, as did theirs, but in the

first, words are related only through systematic semantic relationships, and in the

second, only through collocatice. These categories are defined, outlined, and

exemplified below.
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I. Semanti.cally related words: a type of cohesion in which a lexical element

(ur a group of lexical elements) is systematically related to a previous

element (or group of elements) through:

1. Repetition: e.g., test/test; high school diploma/high school diploma

2. Synonymy or near-synonymy: e.g., lifficult/hard

3, Opposition or contrast: e.g., simple/difficult

4. Inclusion as a superordinate, subordinate, or coordinate member in an

ordered or unordered set (general or specific terms): e.g., worker/

teacher/Janitor/cook

5. Derivition or repetition of a derivational element: e.g., benefit/

beneficial; employer/worker

114 Collocationally related words: a type of cohesion in which one lexical

element is related to another only through frequent co-occurrence in

similar contexts: e.g., woiklm/Skills/job

Fart of the rationale for this new scheme was to distinguish systematic asso-

ciations in the language from cont:-..xtual ones; further, it seemed that a more com-

prehensive scheme might facilitate informative distinctions. In Marion Crowhurst's

study of cohesion in the argumentative essays of students in Grades 6, 10, and 12,

all lexical ties, although originally classified according to Halliday and Hasan's

taxonomy, were collapsed for analysis into just two categories, "same lexical item"

and "other lexical item," because all types other than repetition contained too

small a number of examples for meaningful analysis.
5 Use of a more comprehensive

and suitable scheme for essay writing might have enabled Crowhurst to make further

distinctions among lexical ties across grade levels than her study showed. Only

"other lexical items" distinguished among all three grade levels.

The other aspect of word use examined in this study was suggested by Lee Odell.
6

He claimed that we can learn a great deal about the way a writer perceives and

thinks by examining the words used as the grammatical subject, or focus, of each

clause. He further suggested that an examination of the changes in the grammatical

5
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focus of each clause could also help us determine what intellectual processes

students are using in their writing. Andrea Lunsford, in a study of the essays

written by 320 basic and skilled writers for a college placement examination,

analyzed in detail the grammatical focus of each clause in an essay written by

one writer in each group.
7 She found marked differences between the types of

words chosen by each writer, particularly in the use of nersonal pronouns and

abstract concepts. It was therefore expected that an examination of this aspect

of word use would be highly informative.

Scoring Procedures

All the high- and low-rated essays were analyzed to determine the grammatical

subject of each clause. Only six high- and low-ated compositions were analyzed

for lexical cohesive 4,ies; the remainder were either so fluent or so incoherent

or non-fluent that counts of lexical ties from these essays would have distorted

tho mean scores obtained from the other essays. To establish reliability, decision

rules were made about how to count the number of words in an essay and how to

tally the ties created by repetition. Any idiomatic expression, such as Eat Along,

do away with, high school, as well as an individual word not used in an idiomatic

expression, was counted as one word. Only identical words or words varying in

inflectional or comparative endings, such as job /lobs, giving/given, fair/fairer,

were counted as a repetition; following Hans Marchand's definition, words related

as derivatives were considered to be different words and classified as a separate

type of cohesion as outlined above.
8 A repeated phrase (e.g., one final exam),

as well as a repeated word or idiomatic expression, was counted as only one repeti-

tion. Ties both within and across sentences in the selected essays were scored;

words contributing especially to collocational cohesion often appear within one

sentence. Also tallied were the total number of words, the total number of dif-

ferent words, and the total number of words entering into lexical ties in each

essay. The reason for the last count is as follows; aceur.:, of the total number

of lexical ties in an essay doos not tell us whether these ties are created mainly

6
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by single words or also by longer conceptual uaits. In order to capture this

distinction, one must examine both the total number of cohesive ties and the total

number of words entering into cohesive ties as proportions of the total number of

words in an essay. The Appendix shows how lexical ties were scored for two low-

and two high-rated essays.

Findings and Discussion

An examination of the grammatical subjects of each clause revealed large dif-

ferences between the low-rated ana the high-rated essays. The data from this ana-

lysis appear in Table 1. Of the total number of 121 clauses in the low-rated

essays, 98 subjects (or 81%) were pronominal in nature. Of those 98 pronominal

subjects, 92 were personal or indefinite pronouns. Of these 92 personal or inde-

finite pronouns, you was the subject of 26 clauses, I the subject of 20 clauses,

and we the subject of 10 clauses. Altogether, 46% of the subjects of all clauses

in the low-rated essays were you, we, or I. Fifteen subjects (or 12%) were personal

nouns, such as students, teacher, kids, and only 8 subjects (or 6g) were non-personal

in nature. The words used as non-personal subjects in the low-rated essays are

listed in. Table 1.

In contrast, of the total number of 154 subjects of clauses in the high-rated

essays, only 78 (or 51%) were pronominal in nature. Of these 78 pronominal subjects,

only 54 were personal or indefinite pronouns. Of these 54 personal or indefinite

pronouns, you was never the subject of a clause, I was the subject only 7 times,

we was the subject only once. Altogether 33 subjects (or 21%) were personal nouns,

and 43 (or 20%) were non-personal in nature. The iords used as non-personal subjects

in the high-rated essays are also listed in Table 1.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 about here

The analysis of lexical cohesion in the six high- and low-rated essays also

showed differences. The data from this analysis appear in Table 2. In the low-

rated essays, the total number of lexical ties constituter: 11% of the total number

of words, while the total number of words entering into lexical ties corstituted
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2% of the total number of words. On the other hand, in the high-rated essays,

the total number of lexical ties constituted 21Z of the total number of words,

while the total number of words entering into lexical ties constituted 4-te, of the

total number of words. While almost all essays contained many examples of repeti-

tion, the low-rated ones contained few examples of other types of systematic se-
!

mantic ties. The high-rated ones tended to contain at least several examples of

these other types. The total number of all systematic semantic ties constituted

65 of all lexical ties in the low-rated essays, whereas they constituted 79% of

all lexical ties in the high-rated-essays. In the high-rated essays, 19 double ties

were found; only 1 was found in the low-rated essays. The low-rated essays contained

on the average 82 words and 54 different words; the high-rated essays contained on

the average 145 words and 84 different words. Inter - sentence ties consituted 603

of the total number of lexical ties in the low-rated papers and 7i% in the high-rated

papers; this small difference suggests that the overall ratio of inter-sentence to

intra-sentence ties may not have developmental significance, although the ratio for

specific typos of ties may have some significance. Sample size and the aunber of

running words may not be large enough to warrant any generalizations yet.

Examining both the types and the number of lexical cohesive ties and the nature

of the grammatical subject of the clause in these essays seems to tell us more about

written language development than an examination of each could alone. Most of the

ideas expressed in the high- and low-rated essays were similar; all these students have

fundamentally the same understanding of the world in which they live. Yet, the

',Titers of the high-rated essays were clearly using words to create meaning in dif-

ferent ways from the writers of the low-rated essays. What were the writers of the

high=rated essays doing? While it is true that they were using relatively more dif-

ferent words, they were using relatively many more of them as the grammatical sub-

jects of clauses, Moreover, they were predicating more often about objects or con-

cepts than about people. In addition, they were creating proportionately more sys-

tematic semantic ties within and across sentences. Above all, longer conceptual units

were being used to create cohesive ties. These aspects of word use were reflected
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in their essays in a number of ways. The high-rated essays

generally contained a clear introduction that referred to the tonic, an ,xplicit

statement of the writer's position, a logical sentence-by-sentence development

of the reason(s) for this position, and an explicit concluding statement for the

argument. This produced a great deal of repetition. The writers of the high-

rated essays also elaborated their arguments more. The higher number of colleca-

tional ties in thethigh-rated essays seemed to reflect the fact that more snecific

concepts were offered to express an idea; the higher number of synonymous, .contrast-
,

ing, or inclusive relationships seemed to reflect the fact that many of these ideas

were clarified through examples and details. The derivational ties refloctec' the

writer's awareness and use of lexical variations for achieving both continuity in

meaning and stylistic flexibility simultaneously, a function that derivatives serve,

as I have suggested in a previous essay,9

The writers of the low-rated essays used a smaller number of different words,

with few cohesive ties other than repetition connecting their ideas. In several

essays, the writer failed to develop even one argument logically. In several others,

one or two reasons supporting the position taken by the writer were simply stated

and not developed at all. Few low-rated essays had explicit introductory statements

addressing the topic or explicit conclusions to an argument; in several, the con-

clusion was simply a reiteration of the writer's original position. Overall, word

choice was extremely simple and included an extremely high proportion of pronouns

of various kinds. It should be noted, however, that the coherence and organization

of some low-rated essays was not so inferior to that of some high-rated essays as

the disparity in their ratings would suggest. Poor control of sentence structure

and written language conventions probably contributed as much to the rating a low-

rated paper received as did its relative lack of structure and coherence.

In the low-rated essays, common nouns that referred to peonle and pronominal

references to the writer or to a partner in a dialogue were most often used as

subjects of clauses. Few subjects were nouns that referred to objects or concepts.

In other words, the writers of the low-rated essays tended to predicate about them-

9
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selves, their audience, or people, not about non-personal concepts. Their heavy

use of first and second persofi pronouns suggests that they vieued essay writing

more as an engagement in a dialogue with another speaker than as a transaction

with a reader.

As an explanation of some of their findings, Witte and Faigley suggest that

the writers of the low-rated papers do not have "working vocabularies capable of

extending, in ways prerequisite for good writing, the concents and ideas they intro-

duce in their essays" (p. 198). However, lack of a working vocabulary may not

necessarily be the whole explanation for the failure of the writers of the low-

rated papers to elaborate their ideas. If we examine the words used as the gram-

matical subjects of clauses, in the hir-h-rated essays in this study, it seems pro-

bable that all these words within the reading vocabulary of all the writers

of the low-rated essays in this study; moreover, many of them were used in these

essays in other than subject position. Yet, the writers of these lowrated essays

rarely used them as the focus for their thinking. Instead, they cr their audience

tended to be the focus for their statements through the use of personal pronouns- -

the typical subjects of conversational utterances. Overuse of the structures of

conversational utterances may have far-reaching consequences. Roger Cayer and

Renee Sacks, in a study of basic writers at the college level, noted that a major:

difference between oral and written language is the greater expansion in writing

of the subject portion of the utterance.
10

John Mellon also noted that growth in

dominant NPs (the subjects or objects of main-clause verbs or the objects within

prepositional phrases modifying main-clause verbs) is a characteristic of growth in

writing and, according to Mellon, reflects growth in conception.
11 The use of

personal and indefinite pronouns as the subject's of clauses almost automatically

precludes the expansion of the subject portion of an utterance and, thus, may

10
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preclude :some of that growth. It may also preclude many possibilities for lexical

cohesion as well.

Too much reliance by developing essay writers on conversational structures

may retard growth in writing in another way. Lunsford found in her research that

basic writers used a vocabulary characterized "by a high percentage of personal

pronouns, especially those relating to first person, by a relatively low degree

of nominalization, and by the use of concrete diction and simple concepts" (p. 287).

These writers showed a "tendency to egocentricity, to focus in their writing most

often on themselves" (p, 285). Although Witte and Faigley did not note the types

of words used by the writers of the low-rated essays in their research, they noted

that these writers "seem to lack in part the ability to perceive and articulate

abstract concepts with reference to particular instances, to perceive relationships

among ideas, and to reach beyond the worlds of their immediate experience" (p. 199).

It is possible that the use of an abstraction or generalization to govern the devele

opment of one's ideas and the mental playing with abstract verbal concepts that is

characteristic of higher stages of essay writing may have its intellectual roots

in the simple act of focusing on non - personal objects or concepts as the subjects

of predicates. Writers who appear to rely on models derived primarily from dialogue

when they attempt to structure expository statements may be limiting their ebility

to use concepts and objects as the initiators of actions in their writing. As a

conseluence, they may also be limiting their ability to conceptualize ideas or

objects manipulating; modifying, or otherwise influencing other ideas or objects

in their writing. The failure of poor writers to develop and elaborate ideas in

their writing may be caused in part by a meager vocabulary. It may also be caused

in part by the lays in which they are accustomed to use the words they know.

The writers cf the low-rated essays in this study, and others similar to them.

seem to need more familiarity with the patterns of formal written English. Where

are the models for them? The social context for the speech act is not apt to pro-

11
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vide them; conversation is, in fact, not intended to serve the same purposes as

written texts and is therefore not designed to elicit its semantic and structural

features. As Jean Simon suggests in his five-year study of written language devel-

opme:A, the models can be found primarily In the written language the student is

provided to read.
12 Perhaps basic writers need more reading experiences with

well-written exposition. Although there is little research on this topic, the

little that has been done suggest& that poor writers are apt to be poor readers.
13

Perhaps basic writers also need to be guided away from the structures of conversa-

tional utterances by sensitive and perceptive teachers who can help them frame

their ideas in more intellectually beneficial ways.
7robably they need both increased

eXposure to well-written formal English and carefully structured and sequenced

writing assignments.

Implications for Assessingrowttiriting

There appear to be two basic theories about the relationship of written to

oral language. Psycholinguistic theo7les view writing as primarily a derivative

of speech and written language as an alternate but parallel mode of oral language.
14

According to this theory, writing seems to be equivalent to speaking once children
Lev

learn decoding and encoding skills. Another theory, suggested by the work of/Vygot-

sky, Alexander Luria, snd Jerome Bruner, among others, views written language as

qualitatively different from oral language, arising from the same sources, sharing

some comon elements, but requiring other resources for its full development4
15

Ac-

cording to this theory, iriting, although initially dependent upon oral language

while children learn decoding and encoding skills, becomes increasingly less depen-

dent, on oral language and more directly influenced by reading.

Results of t:us study suggest that good essay writing is not an alternate but

parallel mode of oral language but a fundamentally different way of creating meahing.

At higher levels of reading and writing, some features of oral language seem to

account for many of the problems poor writers have. Psycholinguistic theory clear-

12
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however,
1Y accounts for the influence of speech on writingl/it does not 7sem to account

for the production of structural features of written language that are not character-

istic of speechl Thus, the results of this study further suggest that a useful

model of language development will need to differentiate oral from written language

and specify how each may influence the other positively or negatively at different

stages of development.

While oral language may be the earliest source of semantic development,

written language may be both the source and the extension of semantic development

at higher levels of intellectual growth by a different means and for different

purposes. Bruno Snell points out that the ancient Greeks changed the structure

,f their natural language "not only through the introduction of new words but also

through the change of meaning in old words and through the change in 'syntax" (p. 52)

in order to forge a language capable of explaining the phenomena of the world,

i.e., a language for philosophy and science. According to Snell, philosophical

and scientific discourse in other languages lives "by virtue of taking over, trans-

lating and elaborating upon the original Creek" (p.50).16' The ability to write

academic discourse is critical for developing knowledge as well as for transmitting

it. As Mina Shaughnessy has eloquently suggested, we should be teaching all

students in a democracy "to compose and perfect their thoughts in the medium that

allows for the greatest independence of mind and exacts the greatest effort at

17
articulation." To achieve this goal, we need to .have a better understanding

of what constitutes growth in writing. t

Clearly, the use of an increasingly larger vocabulary is a significant indica-

tion of growth in writing. However, the ways in which these words are used may be

just as significant an indication of growth,. In expository essay writing, we are

dealing with a language that is, above all, composed, not simply expressed, The

differences between the high- and low-rated essays in this study suggest a way of

looking at the concept of growth in writing that seems to touch upon the very es-

13
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---
sence of the comr,ding process, that is, the puttihg together and the shaping of

ideas and -anguage for.others to read. In contrast to the writers of the low-rated

essays in this study, the writers of the high-rated essays readily nredicated about

non-personal objects or concepts, and their papers were just beginning to show the

variety of interconnections that characterizes well-organized and well-developed

essays. These trends suggest that growth in essay writing is growth in the ability

to present information and ideas with an increasingly larger number of increasingly

interconnected concepts. Thus, a developing writer's ability to compose longer

and longer pieces of well-connected discourse should reflect growth in the complexity

of this network. In fact, poor writers may write so little not only because they

have smaller vocabularies but also because they cannot yet use different kinds of

cohesive relations to control extended stretches of exnository discourse. It seems

reasonable to propose that the more that writers can conceptualize to predicate

about, the more interconnections there can be. The larger the number of differ-

ent words that are used in an essay, the more lexical cohesive ties there can be.

And the more this network of semantic ties develops, with increasingly longer

conceptual units entering into single or multiple ties, the better organized and

developed the tssay should be,. This h, is would appear to he amenable to em-

nirical,validacion through longitudinal case studies of developing writers.18

Ann Berthoff suggests that our means of making meaning includes not only the

ideas we think with but our language as well and that composition teachers need to

th k of language as an instrument of knowing.
19 Examining the ways in which

developing essay writers use words to make meaning might tell us how well they are

learning to use a language that did not evolve with man's mind but was created by

it as an instrument for knowing ourselves and the world in which we live in a new

and different way.

14
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TABLE I

TYPES OF CRADIrICAL SUBJECTS OF CLAUSES IN LOW-RATED AND RICH -RATED ESSAYS

r1RAMATICAL SUBJPCTS

LOW-RATED ESSAYS (N = 11)

Total Number (5 of Total Number)

HIGH -RAMT ESSAYS (N = 8)

121

Pronominal Subjects

Personal or Indefinite
Pronominal Subjects

You

T

We

Personal Subjects (e.g., 2erson,
kids, teacher, students

Non-Personal Subjects

98

92

26

20

10

15

Total Number 5 of Total Number)

t 54

78 (51')

(351

0 (c5)

7 (%)

33

43

Words Used as Non-Personal
Subjects

18

report card, world, answer,

reason, department, test,

material

purpose, jobs, society, doing well,

education, type, state, test,

Massachusetts, sy212E, certificate,

civim, testing, idea, majority,

future, work, grades, schools,

ilalnitt rate



Table 2

Number of Each Type of Lexical Cohesive Tie, Number of Words Entering into Lexical Cohesive Ties,

Number of Words, and Number of Different Words in Six Low-Rated and Six High-Rated Essays

Type of Lexical Ile Total
Number

of

Number of Number of

Words Words

Entering

Number of
Different

Words

..-1..,
*r4

0
o

R

0
o

...1
oel

0
.i
ta

$44-1
o 0 rI
0 0 V
o 0 o

.Ti :a v.
RI ri 6 d CI

8
.el+

1 a
del

E.
0.1

Ties Lexical
Ties

Low-Rated ti4 0, §, 2 VE.1,54 0
c0 to 0 H 01 C0 01 Pdr.1 C) P

Essays A W V A V . W W W A W

H-22 8 5

_A

1 1 1 1 o o o o o 3 (1) 10 10 36 95 54

H-4 7 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 3 (o) lo 5 35 81 . 51

A -3 8 1 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 (o) lo 4 22 74 47

C-14 5 o o 1 o o o o o o 3 1 (o) 8 2 12 97 60

A-14 1 o o o o 1 o o o o 3 o (o) 4 1 6 6o 47

H-9 3 o o o 1 o o o 1 o 2 3 (o) 7 3 11 86 62

Total 32 8 1 1 2 2 1 0 1 0 12 13 (1) 49 25 122 491 321

_._

High-Rated
Essays

F-21 18 2 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 (0) 22 6 66 147 81

C-8 15 1 5 1 3 0 1 0 1 1 2 4 (2) 27 7 73 178 108

B-15 9 2 3 13000604 2 2 (6) 14 14 53 105 66

0-19 12 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 4 5 (2) 19 6 59 158 94

H-6 8 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 6 (1) 11 9 42 93 58

D-19 23 3 4 o 4 0 1 1 0 o 2 6 (8) 34 lo 90 188 95

Total 85 10 15 1 9 1 5 7 2 6 12 27 (19) 127 52 383 869 50r"

20
A across sentences

W = within sentences

21



APPENDIX

TOPIC: Many states now require students to demonstrate a certain level of skill
on tests of reading, writing, and mathematics in order to receive their

high school diploma. Only those students who pass the tests at the mini-
mum level would receive a high school diploma. The states are giving a
certificate of attendance instead of a diploma to those students who failed
the tests and do not wish to continue in school any longer. The states are

giving extra help to students who want to try to pass the tests a second

time.

The state of Massachusetts is now considering giving such tests. Some are

in favor of having these tests, and some are opposed. Take one side of

this issue. Write an essay in which you state your position and defend it.

111&:Tatedisse

1Competency testing before receiving a high school diploma is beneficial to

the student and everyone connected to the student. 2A competency test will focus

attention toward any student who has difficulty with one or more of the basic and

valuable skills of reading, writing, and mathematics. 3The students having diffi-

culty can then receive additional aid and not miss the chanco to learn the basic

skills.
4A high school diploma will benefit students more greatly than it has in

the past because it assures any employer that his worker has the basic skills for

the job.

Cohesive Item Sentence Presupposed Item Sentence Type** Number of

Number Num.Uzx Words in Tie

high school diploma 1 Competency testing 1 Cw 4

student 1 diploma 1 Cw 2

student 1 student 1 R
w

2

competency test 2 Competency testing 1 4.

student 2 student 1 R 2

difficulty 2 test 2 C
w

2

basic...skills

reading, writing, and
mathematics

the students having
difficulty

2

2

3

test

basic skills

any student who has
difficulty

2

2

2

Cw

Cw

3

6

9

receive 3 receiving 1 2

aid 3 difficulty 2 C 2

basic skills 3 basic skills 2 4

high school diploma 4 high school diploma 1 2

benefit 4 beneficial 1 D 2
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A-2

studeftts 4 students 1 R 2

any employer 4 everyone connected
to the student 1 I 7

worker employer 4 O-Dw 2

basic skills 4 basic skills 3 R 4

job 4 worker 4 Cw 2

Ties Within Sentences = 9

Ties Across Sentences = 11

Double Ties = 1

Number of Words in All Ties = 42

Rig Rated Essay*

believe the state of Massachusetts should give the competency tests to all

students because it will give all students an incentive to come to school and it

gives credit to only those students who have done the required work. 2S students

c come to high school only because they have to be there. 3Now, with this system,

one has to pay attention in school in order to pass the test given in his/her senior

year.
4A11 want to show that they have successfully completed their years in high

school by graduating; therefore, they must study. 5This test only gives credit to

those who deserve it, which only seems fair.
6
As the present system works, it

doesn't give en:,..Agh credit to students who try harder than others, as all graduate

that have gained enough credits and pass the needed subjects. Some aren't ready

still after completing the required work but are still handed the diploma!
8
Although,

if the other system takes effect, each student must prove him/herself able to

graduate. 9This seems fairer to one who tries harder.
10

Overall, since the tests

are already in other states, Massachusetts should begin giving them.

Cohesive Item

students

Sentence
Number

1

all students 1

school 1

on those students who 1

have done the required
work

some students 2

come to high school 2

school

Pass

3

3

Presupposed Item Sentence Type" Number of
Number Words in Tie

competency tests

all students

students

all students

all students

come to school

high school

tests

23

1 C
w

3

I Rw 4

1 C
w

2

1 I-rt-CT 11

1 I-R 4

1 6

2 2

1 2



test given

senior year

years

high school

graduating

study

test

gives credit

those who deserve it

3 give..tests

3 school

4 year

4 school

4 high school

4 test

5 test

5 gives credit

5 only those stleents
who have done the
required work

present system 6

doesn't give enough 6

credit

students who try harder 6

than others

graduate 6

enough credits 6

pass 6

needed subjects 6

completing the required 7

work

diploma

other system

each student

graduate

seems fairer

one who tries harder

tests

other states

this system

gives credit

3

3

4

3

)

1

1

R

Cw

C

Cw

R

S

A-3

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

4

13

3 R-0 4

5 0-R 6

students who have
done the required work 1 S-R

graduating 4

enough credit 6

pass 3

required work 1

0 done the required work 1

7 required work

8 present system

8 all students

8 graduate

9 seems fair

9 students who try
harder than others

10 tests

10 state of Massachu-
setts

Massachusetts
I

10 give

Massachusetts 10

giving

Ties Within Sentences = 10

Ties Across Sentences = 34

Double Ties = 8

Number of Words in All Ties =90

7

6

1

6

5

6

R
w

S

S-R

w
C

0-R

13

2

4

2

4

8

3

4

4

2

4

10

1 R 2

1 0-R 5

1

1

2

2

N B The analysis of cohesiire ties does not pick up the inconsistency in the writer's

argdhent. The writer favors giving competency tests because, in her view, they will

give credit to only those who do the required work; yet, the writer frowns upon -.he

present system for granting a diploma to three who do not have the necessary skills

to graduate, even though they have done the required work.
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Low-Rated Essay*

1I think if a person passes all 12 years of school and then fails to pass their

test, that person will not be allowed to receive one's diploma. 2It's wrong to have

to take a test because some people freeze up and flunk the test even though the mater-

ial on th)w test was known by that person.
3Also people do forget material that was

taught in the earlier years of school.
4
The test for one's diploma should be done

away with in the states that use the test.
5Also the test should not be allowed in

Massachusetts.

Cohesive Item Sentence
Number

Presupposed Item Sentence
Number

Type** Number of
Words in Tie

12 years of school 1 passes 1 C 5

fails to pass 1 Passes 1 0 -Rw 4

test 1 pass 1 C
w

2

person 1 person 1 R
w

2

diploma 1 test 1 rw 2

test 2 test 1 R 2

flunk
test

2

2

fails to pass
test

1
2

S

R
w

4
2

test 2 test 2 Rw 2

person 2 peopla 2
aw

people 3 people 2 2

material 3 material 2 2

years of school 3 years of school 1 6

test 4 test 1 2

diploma 4 diploma 1 2

test 4 test 4 R
w

2

test 5 test 4 2

be allowed 5 be allowed 1 4

Massachusetts 5 states that use the
test

4 0 6

Ties Within Sentences = 10

Ties Across Sentences = 10

Double Ties a 1

Number of Words in Al]. Ties = 36.

N.B. The analysis of cohesive ties in this essay also does not 7..* up the lack of

coherence between the writer's first statement and the argument he develops. The

writer intends to state in his opening sentence that it in wrong for a person not to

be allowed to receive a diploma if he passes all 12 years of school, even though he

fails to pass the test.
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A,5

LowlIALtiE!ar
1I think if a person gets promoted 12 times, he should graduate from high school.

Someone who didn't finish the 12 grades wouldn't receive a diploma. 3When you finish

the 12 grades, you deserve something to show that you accomplished something.

4
It is very hard to go to school for 12 years all the time, 51t is hard to keep

your grades up every year.
6So if you go and you pass, you should get promoted.

Cohesive Item Sentence
Number

Presupposed Item Sentence
Number

Type** Number of
Words in Tie

12 times 1 promoted 1 Cw 3

graduate 1 promoted 1 Cw 2

high school 1 graduate 1 C
w

2

12 2 12 1 R 2

diploma 2 Fradnate 1 C 2

finish 3 finish 2 R 2

12 grades 3 12 grades 2 R 4

something 3 something 3 R
w

2

school 4 high school 1 R 2

12 4 12 2 R 2

hard' 5 hard 4 R 2

year 5 years 4 R 2

pass 6 school 4 C 2

promoted 6 promoted 1 R 2

Ties Within Sentences = 4

Tins Across Sentences = 10

Doulwie Ties = 0

Number of Words in All Ties = 22

W.B. Again, an analysis of cohesive ties does not pick up the lack of coherence

between the writer's final sentence and the argument he has developed. The writer

probably intends to say "graduated," rather than "promoted," in the final sentence.

*All essays have been edited for capitalization, punctuation, and spelling.

** R = repetition
S = synonymy
0 = opposition
I = inclusion
D = derivation
C = collocation

The superscript w indicates that the tie is within a sentence.


